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Abstract. Semantic image analysis is an active topic of research in computer vision
and pattern recognition. In the last decade, a huge number of related models have been
proposed, among which probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) is one of the most
popular topic models due to its potential ability to capture the aspects that contain general
information about visual co-occurrence. However, compared with various PLSA models
and their corresponding applications in semantic image analysis, there is almost no review
research and analysis about PLSA related studies. So the current paper, to begin with,
elaborates the basic principles of the PLSA model, followed by summarizes PLSA with
applications to image annotation, image retrieval, image classification and several other
applications. Subsequently, a detailed survey on PLSA model itself improvement, mainly
including its initialization methods, visual words construction, adding hidden layers and
integration with other models, is comprehensively and systematically reviewed. Finally,
this paper is ended with a summary of some important conclusions and several potential
research directions for semantic image analysis in the near future.
Keywords: PLSA, AIA, Image retrieval, Image classification, Visual words

1. Introduction. Probabilistic models with hidden topic variables, originally developed
for statistical text modeling of large document collections such as latent semantic analysis, probabilistic latent semantic analysis [1], latent Dirichlet allocation [2], and correlated
topic model [3], have recently become an active research topic for multimedia representation and annotation in both computer vision and pattern recognition. Probabilistic
topic models originate from modeling large databases of text documents. When applied
to images instead of documents, each topic can be thought of as a certain object type
that is contained in an image. The topic distribution then refers to the degree to which
a certain object/scene type is contained in the image. In the ideal case, this gives rise
to a low dimensional description of the coarse image content and thus enables retrieval
in the very large databases. Another advantage of such models is that topics are learned
automatically without requiring any labeled training data. However, the performance of
these models usually hinges on an inappropriate assumption [1-3], i.e., all the topics are
independent of each other, which will inevitably undermine the performance of multimedia processing, such as object recognition, scene classification, automatic segmentation
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and image annotation. Except for the pros and cons of PLSA model aforementioned, it
also should be noted that most of the existing works related to PLSA have focused on
both its improvements and applications whereas there is almost no review research. So
in this paper, we present a comprehensive survey on PLSA for semantic image analysis.
Specifically, we describe it gradually along two aspects. To start with, the basic principle
of PLSA as well as its parameter estimation is introduced, followed by the PLSA with
applications to image annotation, image retrieval, image classification and several other
applications are summarized. On the other hand, we have provided a comprehensive review on PLSA itself improvement, mainly including its initialization, visual words, hidden
layers and integration with other models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic PLSA
model and its parameter estimation approach. In section 3, we elaborate some representative applications of PLSA from the perspective of image annotation, image retrieval,
image classification and several other applications, respectively. Section 4 presents a
detailed description of the improvements for PLSA model itself, including its initialization methods, visual words construction, adding hidden layers and integration with other
models, respectively. In section 5, we draw some important conclusions and highlight the
potential research directions of PLSA in semantic image analysis for the future.
2. PLSA Model. Note that in this section, the basic principle of PLSA model and its
parameter estimation will be succinctly introduced. More details can be gleaned from the
following subsections.
2.1. Introduction of PLSA. Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [1] is a statistical latent aspect model for co-occurrence data that associates an unobserved class
variable zk ∈ {z1 , z2 , · · · , zK } with each observation, an observation being the occurrence
of a word in a particular document. Let’s introduce the following probabilities: P (di ) is
used to denote the probability that a word occurrence will be observed in a particular
document di , P (wj |zk ) denotes the class-conditional probability of a specific word conditioned on the unobserved class variable zk , and P (zk |di ) denotes a document-specific
probability distribution over the latent variable space. Based on these definitions, one can
define a generative model for word/document co-occurrences by the following scheme:
• select a document di with probability P (di ).
• pick a latent class zk with probability P (zk |di ).
• generate a word wj with probability P (wj |zk ).
As a result, one can obtain an observation pair (di , wj ) while the latent class variable
zk is discarded. Note that to translate the data generation process into a joint probability
model results in the following expression.
P (di , wj ) = P (di )P (wj |di )
P (wj |di ) =

K
X

P (wj |zk )P (zk |di )

(1)
(2)

k=1

P (di , wj ) = P (di )

K
X

P (wj |zk )P (zk |di )

(3)

k=1

Applying Bayes rule, the above joint probability (Eq.(3)) can be further expressed as
below.
K
X
P (di , wj ) =
P (zk )P (di |zk )P (wj |zk )
(4)
k=1
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In addition, a representation of the aspect model in terms of a graphical model is
depicted in Fig. 1(a). Since the cardinality of the latent aspects is typically smaller
than the number of documents (and terms) in the collection, K ← min{N, M }, it acts
as a bottleneck variable in predicting words. Correspondingly, Fig. 1(b) illustrates the
symmetric graphical model of the PLSA denoted by Eq.(4).

Figure 1. Graphical model representation of PLSA
2.2. Model fitting with EM. Note that the PLSA model (Eq.(3)) expresses each document as a convex combination of K aspect vectors. This amounts to the matrix decomposition. Essentially, each document is modeled as a mixture of aspects — the histogram
for a particular document being composed of a mixture of the histograms corresponding
to each aspect. The model parameters of PLSA are the two conditional distributions:
P (wj |zk ) and P (zk |di ), in which P (wj |zk ) characterizes each aspect and remains valid
for documents out of the training set, on the other hand, P (zk |di ) is only relative to the
document-specific and cannot carry any prior information to an unseen document. Due to
the existence of the sums inside the logarithm, direct maximization of the log-likelihood
by partial derivatives is very difficult. Thus the expectation maximization (EM) is commonly employed to estimate the parameters through maximizing the log-likelihood of the
observed data.
N X
M
X
L=
n(di , wj ) log P (di , wj )
(5)
i=1 j=1

where n(di , wj ) denotes the number of times the term wj occurred in document di . The
steps of the EM algorithm can be succinctly described as follows.
E-step: the conditional distribution P (zk |di , wj ) is computed from the previous estimate of the parameters:
P (zk |di )P (wj |zk )
P (zk |di , wj ) = PK
(6)
P
(z
|d
)P
(w
|z
)
l
i
j
l
l=1
M-step: the parameters P (wj |zk ) and P (zk |di ) are updated with the new expected
values P (zk |di , wj ):
PN
n(di , wj )P (zk |di , wj )
P (wj |zk ) = PM i=1
(7)
PN
m=1
i=1 n(di , wm )P (zk |di , wm )
PM
j=1 n(di , wj )P (zk |di , wj )
P (zk |di ) =
(8)
PM
n(d
,
w
)
i
j
j=1
Note that the E-step and M-step are alternated until a termination condition is met.
In particular, one can make use of a technique known as early stopping, in which one does
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not necessarily optimize until convergence but instead stops updating the parameters once
the performance on hold-out data is not improving. This is a standard procedure that
can be used to avoid over-fitting in the context of iterative fitting methods. In addition,
as for the two parameters P (wj |zk ) and P (zk |di ), if one of them is known, the other one
can be inferred by leveraging fold-in method — a partial version of the EM algorithm,
which updates the unknown parameters with the known parameters kept fixed so that it
can maximize the likelihood with respect to the previously trained parameters.
3. Applications of PLSA. Note that in this section, some representative applications
of PLSA model will be reviewed from the aspects of image annotation, image retrieval,
image classification and several other applications, respectively.
3.1. Image annotation. Image annotation has been an active topic of research in computer vision for decades due to its potentially large impact on both image understanding
and web image search. To be specific, automatic image annotation (AIA) refers to a
process to automatically generate textual words to describe the content of a given image, which plays a crucial role in semantic based image retrieval. In this subsection, we
will review some pioneer works for automatic image annotation by using PLSA related
models. In general, the state-of-the-art research on AIA has proceeded along two categories, i.e., generative model and discriminative model. The basic idea of generative
model is to construct a model from joint probability of image features and words, and
then use the Bayes rule and marginalization of probability to estimate the conditional
probability of words given image features. But in the discriminative case, the model is
directly being constructed the conditional probability of words given image features. In
the context of PLSA model for image annotation, it obviously belongs to the former.
As the representative work of this perspective, Monay et al. present a series of PLSA
models for AIA [4-6], among which PLSA-MIXED [4] learns a standard PLSA model on
a concatenated representation of the textual and visual features while PLSA-WORDS or
PLSA-FEATURES [5,6] allows modeling of an image as a mixture of latent aspects that
is defined either by its text captions or by its visual features for which the conditional
distributions over aspects are estimated from one of the two modalities only. In order to
extract effective features to reflect the intrinsic content of images as complete as possible,
Zhang et al.[7] put forward a multi-feature PLSA (MF-PLSA) to tackle the problem of
combining low-level visual features for image region annotation in that it handles data
from two different visual feature domains by attaching one more leaf node to the graphical
structure of the original PLSA, where the two types of visual descriptors extracted from
the same key point location are jointly modeled yet with their conditional distributions
constrained via a single latent variable. In recent years, Peng et al.[8] present a new approach and algorithm for the semantic concept annotation based on audio PLSA model,
which includes two main aspects: audio vocabulary construction and audio PLSA. To be
exact, an audio-clip is firstly partitioned into a few homogeneous audio-segments according to its content change. An audio vocabulary is then constructed by the rival penalized
competitive learning clustering of audio-segments so as to form the bag-of-word representation for each audio-clip. Afterwards the PLSA is employed to discover the latent
topics existing in audio-clips and the concept classification is carried out by a SVM further. In addition, a supervised PLSA (S-PLSA) model [9] is formulated to improve image
segmentation by using the classification results together with an integrated framework
based on PLSA and S-PLSA to accommodate segmentation and annotation procedures.
Particularly, more recent work [10] has begun to introduce some semi-supervised learning
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techniques to enhance the quality of the training image data so as to improve the performance of PLSA model for automatic image annotation. In summary, all of the models
mentioned above are able to obtain promising annotation results. However, note that
the number of latent aspects, in most cases, is set empirically rather than based on some
theorem and deduction. As a result, how to appropriately determine the aspect number
during PLSA training for AIA is well worth exploring. On the other hand, how to relax
the independence assumption of PLSA as well as to introduce the contexts of images and
keywords is also worth pursuing.
3.2. Image retrieval. From the perspective of probability theory, image retrieval can
be seen as a procedure of ranking images in the database according to their posterior
probabilities of being relevant to the query concept. As a latent topic model, PLSA
has been widely used in the area of image retrieval [11-13]. In [11], Shah-hosseini and
Knapp construct a novel PLSA based image retrieval system by utilizing the search history
to find hidden image semantics of the database [10]. In addition, image features are
integrated into the model as well to improve the retrieval performance. Subsequently, the
PLSA model is employed to infer which visual patterns describe each object for image
retrieval [12]. In literature [13], PLSA is exploited to build a high-level representation
appropriate for retrieval by considering images as mixtures of topics. To start with, two
PLSA models based on visual features and tags are constructed respectively, followed by
these two models are integrated by learning a third PLSA model on the already derived
topic mixtures and thus a multimodal high-level image representation is captured for
retrieval. Fig. 2 illustrates the framework of the multimodal retrieval system. Thereafter,
Sayad et al.[14] introduce a new method using multilayer PLSA for image retrieval, which
can effectively eliminate the noisiest words generated by the vocabulary building process.
In the meanwhile, a spatial weighting scheme is adopted to reflect the information about
the spatial structure of the images. Finally, they construct visual phrases from groups of
visual words that are involved in strong association rules. In more recent work [15], the
standard PLSA model is extended to higher order for image indexing by treating images,
visual features and tags as the three observable variables of an aspect model so as to learn
a space of latent topics that incorporates the semantics of both visual and tag information.
Alternatively, the relevance feedback technique can be introduced as an effective solution
to improve the performance of content-based image retrieval systems based on the PLSA
model. To our knowledge, there is no relevant research in this point.
3.3. Image classification. Image classification is a challenging problem in computer
vision, whose aim is to decide whether an image belongs to a certain category or not. As
the classic work, Quelhas et al.[16] apply PLSA along with the support vector machine
(SVM) to the task of scene classification. Through evaluation on four datasets, they
show that as an unsupervised probabilistic model for collections of discrete data, PLSA
has the dual ability to generate a robust, low-dimensional scene representation, and to
automatically capture the meaningful scene aspects. Similar to [16], a combination of
PLSA and multi-class discriminative classifier (k-NN or SVM) is proposed in [17] for scene
classification. The principal difference between them is the former uses sparse features
and is applied to classify images into only three scene types. Followed by Bosch et
al.[18] exploit PLSA model for scene classification under changes in the visual vocabulary
and number of latent topics learnt. In recent years, Zhuang et al.[19] propose a semisupervised PLSA (SS-PLSA) for image classification that can greatly prevent the interimpact between different categories. Compared with the classic non-supervised PLSA,
this method is able to overcome the shortcoming of poor classification performance when
the features of two categories are quite similar. Especially the iteration process can be
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Figure 2. The framework of the multimodal retrieval system
directed carefully to the desired result via introducing category label information into
the EM algorithm. The work by Lu et al.[20] puts forward a rival penalized competitive
learning based method to provide a good initial estimate for the PLSA model used in
image categorization through directly maximizing the likelihood function based on the
observed data. More recently, Jin et al.[21] leverage a histogram to represent the spatial
relationships between objects. To be specific, they first use fuzzy k-nearest neighbors
to classify the spatial relationships (left, right, above, below, near, far, inside, outside)
with soft labels, and then extend PLSA by taking into account the spatial relationships
between topics (SR-PLSA), which is subsequently applied to model the image as the input
for support vector machine to classify the scene. Fig. 3 illustrates its graphical model
representation.
Correspondingly, the joint probability is defined as follows:
P (di , zk , zl , R, wj ) = P (R|h) =

8
X
n=1

wn (µn − |µn − P (rn |h)|)

(9)
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Figure 3. Graphical model representation of the SR-PLSA
where

Pk
P (rn |h) =

P (rn |zi )(d(h, zi ))−2/(n−1)
Pk
−2/(n−1)
i=1 (d(h, zi ))

i=1

(10)

3.4. Other applications. Except for automatic image annotation, image retrieval and
image classification, PLSA has also been extensively applied for other tasks [22-24]. As the
representative work, Jiang et al.[22] propose a co-regularized probabilistic latent semantic
analysis (Co-PLSA) model for multi-view clustering. It attempts to perform PLSA in
different views collaboratively through a constraint of pairwise co-regularization. The
central idea behind co-regularization is that the sample similarities in the topic space
from one view should agree with those from another view. Formally, Co-PLSA can be
modeled as maximizing the following objective function:
O(ϕv , ϕw ) = τ v L(ϕv ) + τ w L(ϕw ) − λR

(11)

where L(ϕv ) and L(ϕw ) are the log-likelihood functions of PLSA on view V and view
W respectively. The parameter τ v (τ w ) is the weight of view V (W ) which satisfies the
constraint τ v + τ w = 1. λ is utilized to trade off the two PLSA log-likelihood objectives
and the pairwise co-regularization R is to bridge these two individual views together.
Fig. 4 illustrates the structure of Co-PLSA model in two-view case. Note that the small
circles with the same color means Co-PLSA encourages the pairwise similarities based
on topic distribution as consistent as possible across different views. In the meanwhile,
Zhou and Luo [23] bring forward a geo-topic extraction framework for geolocation inference, including location name entity recognition, location related image association and
a multimodal location dependent PLSA geo-topic model. Besides, Kim et al.[24] propose
a novel scene classification method that represents a scene as a latent aspect distribution
using the probabilistic latent semantic analysis with visterm spatial location and determines the class label of input image’s latent aspect distributions based on the support
vector machine.
4. Improvements of PLSA. This section will summarize the improvements of PLSA
model itself, including its initialization methods, visual words construction, adding hidden
layers and integration with other models, respectively.
4.1. To improve the initialization. An important consideration in PLSA modeling is
the performance of the model which is strongly affected by the initialization of the model
prior to training. Thus a method for identifying a good initialization or alternatively a
good trained model is in urgent need. Since the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm
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Figure 4. The structure of Co-PLSA model

used to train the PLSA model is sensitive to its initialization. Hence, the early notable
research mainly focuses on finding a good way to initialize the PLSA model. As the
representative work, Farahat et al.[25] present a framework for using latent semantic
analysis (LSA) to better initialize the parameters of a corresponding PLSA model, and the
EM algorithm is then used to further refine the initial estimate. Subsequently, Rodner and
Denzler [26] propose to use an ensemble of PLSA models that are trained using random
fractions of the training data. They analyze empirically the influence of the degree of
randomization and the size of the ensemble on the overall classification performance of
a scene recognition task. Recently, Lu et al.[20] use rival penalized competetive learning
method to initialize the PLSA model. What’s more, they have made a direct comparison
with the results obtained by the PLSA model with LSA based initialization, random
initialization and RPCL based initialization, respectively.

4.2. To improve the visual words. It is well known that the performance of image
annotation heavily depends on the image feature representation. In recent years, the bagof-visual-words model [27] has been successfully applied in multimedia community and
shown the promising performance. However, since the standard PLSA can only handle
discrete quantity (such as textual words), this approach quantizes feature vectors into
discrete visual words for PLSA modeling. Hence its annotation performance is sensitive
to the clustering granularity. In addition, due to the positional relationship between
image features is usually ignored, which will undoubtedly affect the performance of the
PLSA model. Thus Sivic et al.[28] develop the doublet visual words to encode spatially
local co-occurring image regions for image segmentation. For more details of this model,
please refer to the corresponding sections described in [27]. Horster et al.[29] present
three versions of PLSA with different continuous visual word models such as Gaussian
mixture models, shared Gaussian words and fixed shared Gaussian words (abbreviated as
GM-PLSA, SGW-PLSA and FSGW-PLSA respectively) instead of the discrete quantized
high-dimensional descriptors. Note that the joint probabilities of the generative process
for GM-PLSA and SGM-PLSA models, by introducing a multivariate Gaussian mixture
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over the feature space for each latent topic, can be defined as follows:
P (di , wj ) = P (di )

H
X

P (zh |di )

h=1

P (di , wj ) = P (di )

K
X

!
πkh × N (wj |µkh , Σkh )

(12)

k=1
H X
K
X

P (wj |gk )P (gk |zh )P (zh |di )

(13)

h=1 k=1

where P (wj |gk ) = N (wj |µk , Σk ), H and K denote the total number of the topics and the
Gaussian words in the model, respectively.
Motivated by the ideas of literature [29], Wu et al.[30] employ PLSA model to regionbased image classification and propose two soft vector quantization methods to tackle
the small sample problem in visual vocabulary construction. Afterwards, Wang et al.[31]
propose a method to build an effective visual vocabulary by using hierarchical Gaussian
mixture model instead of traditional clustering methods. In addition, PLSA is employed
to explore semantic aspects of visual concepts and to discover topic clusters among documents and visual words so that each image can be projected on to a lower dimensional
topic space for more efficient and effective annotation. In the area of AIA, it is generally
believed that using continuous image feature vectors will result in better performance. To
this end, Li et al.[32] propose a continuous PLSA that assumes the feature vectors in an
image are governed by a Gaussian distribution under a given latent aspect rather than
a multinomial one, and it can be viewed as an effective extension of work [29]. Different from Eq.(7), it should be noted that the conditional probability density function of
element wj in [32] is defined as follows:
1
1
P (wj |zk ) =
exp{− (wj − µk )T Σ−1
(14)
k (wj − µk )}
d/2
1/2
2
(2π) |Σk |
where d is the dimension, µk is a d-dimensional mean vector and Σk is a d × d covariance
matrix. The representation of this model in terms of a graphical model can be depicted
in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. The structure of continuous PLSA model
4.3. To add the hidden layers. Inspired by the ideas of neuroscience, Lienhart et
al.[33,34] extend the standard single-layer probabilistic latent semantic analysis to multiple multimodal layers, denoted by MM-PLSA, which consists of two leaf-PLSAs (here
from two different data modalities: image tags and visual image features) and a single
top-level PLSA node merging the two leaf-PLSAs. Especially the proposed fast initialization technique, stepwise forward procedure, makes the MM-PLSA very practical and
computable. It’s worth noting that the smallest possible multi-layer multimodal PLSA
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model considering two modes with their respective observable word occurrences and hidden topics as well as a single top-level of hidden aspects is graphically depicted in Fig. 6
(left). In [35], the standard PLSA model is extended by integrating an additional variable
associated with the time stamp to better model the temporal topic trends among images
from an unified perspective, in which the time stamp is the added hidden layer to PLSA.
The joint probability can be formally expressed as below:
XX
P (di , wj ) =
P (di )P (zk |di )P (ts )P (wj |zk , ts )
(15)
zk

ts

In addition, Li et al.[36] propose a correlated probabilistic latent semantic analysis
(C-PLSA) model by introducing a correlation layer between images and latent topics to
incorporate the image correlations, in which the correlations are parameterized by the
image correlation matrix C as is shown in the dashed box in Fig. 6 (right).

Figure 6. The structures of MM-PLSA (left) and C-PLSA (right) models
Different from the methods with explicit hidden layers added by the PLSA model, a
novel two-probabilistic latent semantic analysis (two-PLSA) model has been proposed in
the work of [37] based on two hidden random variables, in which the first latent aspect
is used for representing the images on a corpus relate their words, and the second latent
aspect is used for representing visual features of each image associated with their words.
The two-PLSA can support multi-functionality, including not only image retrieval function
but also automatic image annotation for image retrieval systems. Its graphical model is
shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7. The structure of two-PLSA model
4.4. To integrate with other models. In general, commonly used methods in semantic
image analysis community can be roughly divided into two categories: generative methods
and discriminative methods. Concretely, the discriminative model treats semantic image
analysis as a classification problem by considering each semantic concept or keyword as
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a class and building concept classifiers to predict the relevance between images and given
concepts, while the generative method addresses semantic image analysis by constructing the probabilistic relevance between visual features and textual description. Both of
them have their own advantages and disadvantages. It is generally believed that the
more effective approaches can be constructed by integrating these two kinds of methods
simultaneously, and most of the existing studies related to the PLSA model demonstrate
their complementary nature [16,18,20,24,38,39,40,41,45,46]. Based on this fact, Lu et
al.[20] integrate PLSA model with the rival penalized competitive learning initialization
as well as ensemble-based SVM for image categorization, which is robust to the changes
of the visual vocabulary and the number of latent topics. Quelhas et al.[16] combine
PLSA with SVM for scene classification, especially they have used the ability of PLSA
to generate a compact scene representation and to automatically extract visually meaningful aspects for aspect-based image ranking and context-sensitive image segmentation,
respectively. Besides, the task of scene classification has been done by integrating PLSA
with k-nearest neighbor classifier, support vector machine, and multi-instance multi-label
learning [18,24,39]. Note that in [38], PLSA is combined with visual attention model
to create AM-PLSA, in which the attention model is used to detect salient regions and
non-salient regions in an image to alleviate the influence of background clutter to object.
However, this kind of algorithm just adds a preprocessing to probabilistic latent semantic
analysis and does not change the essence of the PLSA model itself. Followed by Ergul
and Arica [43] fuse spatial pyramid matching and probabilistic latent semantic analysis
for scene classification (called as cascaded PLSA), which performs PLSA in a hierarchical
sense after the soft-weighted bag-of-words histograms representation based on the dense
local features is extracted. Fig. 8 illustrates the hierarchy structure of the cascaded PLSA
model.
In recent years, the combination of PLSA with canonical correlation analysis is used
to develop image annotation systems [44]. Meanwhile, PLSA based topo-Markov random
field is proposed for synthetic aperture radar image classification [45]. In the most recent
years, a unified two-stage image annotation framework is constructed in [46], which is
implemented by integrating a probabilistic latent semantic analysis with random walk.
Specifically, a PLSA with asymmetric modalities is first exploited to accomplish the initial
image annotation. The random walk process over the constructed label similarity graph
is then implemented to further mine the correlation among the candidate annotations
generated by the PLSA. More details can be gleaned from the corresponding literature.
In a word, the integration of PLSA with other methods is easy to understand and many
of them are able to obtain superior performance. However, an important consideration
for this integration is that the trade-off between computational complexity and model
reconstruction error. To a large extent, it heavily depends on the real-world applications.
5. Conclusions and Future Work. In this paper, we have made a comprehensive review on the PLSA model for semantic image analysis in literature. To be specific, we
have focused on two major aspects to describe it. On one side, the PLSA with applications to automatic image annotation, image retrieval, image classification and several
other applications are systematically summarized. On the other side, we have provided a
comprehensive review on PLSA itself improvement, including its initialization methods,
visual words construction, adding hidden layers and integration with other methods. All
of them are able to obtain better performance for different tasks from different point of
view. The ultimate goal of this paper is to attempt to look into them through a unified
view, which may help grasp the essentials of these probabilistic latent semantic analysis
models for other researchers. Meanwhile, this paper also illustrates the pros and cons of
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Figure 8. The structure of the cascaded PLSA model
PLSA combined with a great deal of existing research as well as to point out the promising
research directions for semantic image analysis in the future.
However, there are still several major issues to be further explored for PLSA model.
First, it is well known that due to the fact that the EM algorithm is sensitive to the
initialization, an important consideration for the PLSA model trained via EM is that the
performance of the model is strongly affected by the initialization of the model. Hence,
how to formulate a method to identify a good initialization for PLSA model is in urgent
need. Second, since the latent topics discovered by PLSA model are just based on the
regions from images while image segmentation is still an open issue. It is worth noting
that inaccurate image segmentation may make this region-based feature representation
imprecise and therefore undermine the performance of the PLSA-based approaches. So to
explore more efficient image segmentation methods is helpful to boost the performance.
What is more, image segmentation itself is a worthy of further research direction. Third,
since the standard PLSA can only handle discrete quantities (such as textual words), that
is to say, PLSA usually quantizes feature vectors into discrete visual words for modeling,
thus its performance is sensitive to the clustering granularity. So how to construct an
effective representation of visual words is a promising research direction. Fourth, due to
the lack of commonly acceptable image databases for PLSA related models evaluation,
which results in the phenomenon that different PLSA related approaches use different
image datasets for their performance evaluation and thus it is difficult to make a fair
comparison with each other. Therefore, some standard image datasets are expected to
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be created for researches in the future. Last but not the least, due to the complementary performance of hybridizing two or more machine learning techniques together, which
can usually make them benefit from each other. Based on this recognition, how to efficiently integrate PLSA with other methods based on the trade-off between computational
complexity and model reconstruction error is a valuable research direction in the future.
In addition, as for future work, PLSA model should be applied in a wider selection of
practical machine learning domain to deal with more multimedia related tasks, such as
speech recognition, action recognition, music information retrieval and other multimedia
event detection tasks, etc. At the same time, it is worth noting that the parallelization
of PLSA model to very large-scale image datasets is also an important issue to be further studied, especially in the current circumstances of cloud computing, cloud services,
hadoop, smartwatch, fingerprint password, web of things, 3D printing and deep learning
techniques, etc.
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